Comparative clinical efficacy and tolerability of oxerutins and horse chestnut extract in patients with chronic venous insufficiency.
Oxerutins (O-(beta-hydroxyethyl)rutosides, HR, Venoruton) and horse chestnut extract (HCE) are active principles of first priority for the pharmacological treatment of chronic venous insufficiency (CVI). The efficacies of both compounds were shown in numerous, double-blind, randomized, placebo controlled clinical trials. Besides the direct comparison of the two compounds the aim of the study was to investigate the initial dose/maintenance dose concept for HR. 137 female, postmenopausal patients with CVI II finished the study according to protocol. Following one week placebo run-in the patients were treated either with 1000 mg/d HR, 600 mg/d HCE or 1000 mg/d for 4 weeks and than with 500 mg/d HR within the initial dose/maintainance dose concept for 12 weeks and observed for further 6 weeks. A main confirmative criterion was the volume reduction of the leg. Subjective criteria were descriptively evaluated. HR (1000 mg/d) was proven to be equivalent or better, reducing the leg volume (AUB0-18) by -5273 +/- 11418 ml.d compared to -3187 +/- 10842 ml.d under HR (1000 mg/d and 500 mg/d), and -3004 +/- 7429 ml.d under HCE-treatment. Both compounds exhibit a substantial carry-over effect. The maintenance posology of HR is able to stabilize the therapeutic obtained under initial dose conditions.